A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONVERTING RECTANGULAR COORDINATES TO LATITUDE-LONGITUDE COORDINATES

INTRODUCTION
Finite-difference grids that are used in conjunction with ground-water flow models commonly are not oriented along latitude or longitude lines but are oriented in a way that enables the modeler to show predominant flow paths along one axis of the grid. Extracting data or results from a model for other related uses, including modeling at a detailed level, may be complicated because the model grid does not coincide with a universal land coordinate system.
The Fortran-77 computer program described here allows the user to transfer data from a rectangular grid that can be oriented in any direction on a map (referred to as the old grid) to a grid that is oriented such that it consists of lines of equal latitude and longitude (referred to as the new grid). Cells, which are the elemental units of model grids defined by two coordinates, must be rectangles of uniform dimensions on the old grid and must be areas measuring 1 minute of latitude by 1 minute of longitude on the new grid. New grid coordinates are assigned such that the origin is at the northwest corner and row number increases to the south, whereas column number increases to the east. The size of cells on the old grid may be different from that of the new grid, but the results may not be useful if old grid cells are substantially smaller than new grid cells because the coordinates of several old grid cells might translate to the coordinates of a single cell in the new grid.
CONVERSION OF RECTANGULAR COORDINATES TO LATITUDE-LONGITUDE COORDINATES
The simplified conversion of old grid coordinates to new grid coordinates is shown in figure 1. In this example, both grids are rectangular. Simple mathematical relations can be derived to calculate the coordinates on the new grid at a location that is defined by coordinates on the old grid. This is shown as equations (1) and (2) in figure 1. The new row number (eq. 1) is calculated through the use of a first-order polynomial in two variables: the old row number and the old column number. The new column number (eq. 2) is determined similarly. These two equations have their coefficients (X1-X6) determined by the solution of three simultaneous first-order equations written for three test cells. New grid test cells are chosen such that their midpoints coincide as closely as possible with the midpoints of old grid cells. After the six coefficients of equations (1) and (2) have been determined, the equations will give new grid coordinates of the midpoints of any old grid cell. Ground-water flow-model variables, such as transmissivity, assigned to an old grid cell then may be assigned to that cell's corresponding cell on the new grid.
The intended use of this program is for converting coordinates on the old grid to coordinates on the new grid, where the new grid is made up of lines that are parallel to lines of equal latitude and equal longitude and where lines of equal latitude are arcs and lines of equal longitude are straight lines (as is the case on a map that is a Lambert conformal conic projection). Because the new grid coordinate system therefore is radial, instead of rectangular, adjustments in the simplified grid conversion in figure 1 are necessary.
The necessary adjustments to the previously described approach for determining a new grid column number are shown in figure 2. The diagram on the left portrays two equal east-west displacements at two different latitudes. Because the lines of equal longitude converge, the equal displacements cause the two new column numbers to differ. The diagram on the right shows the derivation of an expression for the adjustment necessary, and the revised equation for Jnew is shown (eq. 3). It is assumed here that the Earth's surface can be approximated as a sphere. Before equation 3 is solved, an expression for approximate latitude must be solved. The error associated with this calculation (eq. 4) is relatively small and considered insignificant because approximate latitude is used only for determining cosine of latitude, and errors transferred by way of the cosine function are small.
The need for an adjustment in the equation for a new grid row number is illustrated by the left diagram in figure 3 . The previous equations ( fig. 1 ) would be inadequate because they do not allow for the apparent northward curvature of the arcs of equal latitude. The adjustment for this curvature is represented by AI in equation 5. The adjustment is formulated to be zero at the western edge of the new grid and to increase eastward. The derivation of the expression for this adjustment (eq. 6) is shown on the right diagram in figure 3. An expression for the R term is shown in figure 4 (eq. 7).
The procedures used by the program are illustrated in figure 5 . User input consists of latitude-longitude coordinates of the boundaries of the new grid and of three test cells. Equation 7 is executed first, and R, a characteristic of the new grid, is determined. By use of location data pertaining to the three test cells, the program solves for the coefficients of equations 4,3, and 5, in that order. On the basis of the same equations, having their coefficients as known values, the program then converts old grid coordinates to new grid coordinates.
USER PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM APPLICATION
To execute this program, the user needs the latitude and longitude of the northwest and the southeast corners of the new grid, the coordinates of three test cells on the old grid, and the latitude and longitude of the midpoint of these cells. The program prompts user input. The test cells should be located as far from each other as possible and, preferably, should be cells that represent actively modeled areas. Any two test cells should not be located at the same approximate latitude or the same approximate longitude. After the program calculates conversion coefficients, the user may test the program by requesting new-grid coordinates of the test cells previously given. The calculated coordinates of these should be equal to the values given during input. When the user is satisfied that data have been entered correctly, the program can be tested further by requesting the new grid coordinates of cells not previously given.
The user may exit the "cell testing" procedure and then choose to either terminate the program execution or opt to build a data file in new grid coordinates. If the second option is chosen, a file named "OLDDATA" must be in the directory. This is a data file configured on the old grid format. It can be transmissivity, leakance, head, or any other model input data. The program prompts the user to enter the dimensions of the old grid (number of rows, number of columns) and then creates a data file named "NEWDATA," which is configured on latitude-longitude coordinates. The only cells in the file "NEWDATA" that are given nonzero values are those that correspond to midpoints of the old grid cells that have nonzero values. It is left to the user to develop methods (interpolation, weighted averaging, and so forth) for assigning values to other cells based on needs associated with a particular modeling effort. Methods for this purpose were developed by Luckey and Ferrigno (1982) .
A listing of the Fortran-77 code of program "GRID" is in the back of this report. Modification may be necessary to allow the user to vary the format of the data files "OLD DATA" and "NEW-DATA" or the dimensions of the data arrays that are stored on these files ("DATA!" on "OLDDATA" and "DATA2" on "NEWDATA"). Lines that may need modification are indicated with an asterisk on the right. 
APPENDIX--Computer program listing PROGRAM GRID C C--------THIS PROGRAM ENABLES THE USER TO TRANSLATE THE COORDINATES ---------C--------OF CELLS ON A RECTANGULAR CARTESIAN GRID (OLD) TO COORDINATES-------C--------BASED ON LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE (NEW
). ---------------------------- C--------THE RECTANGULAR CARTESIAN GRID NEED NOT BE ALIGNED WITH ANY--------- C--------PART OF THE LAT-LONG GRID. THE CONVERSION EQUATIONS THUS DERIVED---- C--------ARE USED TO TRANSLATE GROUND-WATER MODEL DATA FROM THE OLD---------- C--------GRID FORMAT (FILE "OLDDATA") TO THE NEW GRID FORMAT (FILE "NEWDATA") C--------IF THE USER CHOOSES. ----------------------------------------------- C IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z) INTEGER N,
